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Closing Gaps: Autism’s Health Disparities

Responding to research documenting health disparities in the autism community,

investigators at University of Minnesota’s Institute on Community Integration have

joined a national research network formed to improve the physical health and well-

being of children and adults with autism.

The multidisciplinary team, called the Autism Intervention Research Network on

Physical Health, is led by University of California, Los Angeles, under a grant from

the Health Resources & Services Administration. It will create interventional studies

and other research on autism as it intersects with overall healthcare access and

quality, primary care utilization, physical activity, stress, sleep, substance abuse,

sexual health, neurological issues, and genetics, among others. The project will also

explore disparities in healthcare among women and people from underserved or

vulnerable populations.

ICI is among 15 collaborating organizations and seven research nodes participating

in the network. The Association of University Centers on Disabilities (AUCD) will

serve as the data repository and will help manage the network. AUCD’s broad

membership network will also serve as collaborators, and UCLA’s Alice Kuo, a

professor of internal medicine and pediatrics, is the project director.

“We’re very excited to collaborate on this project with some of the key leaders in

the field of autism research,” said Jennifer Hall-Lande (pictured), principal

investigator on the project for ICI. The ICI team also includes Lynda Lahti Anderson

and Jessica Simacek. “It’s a wonderful opportunity to look across the lifespan at

outcomes, and to work at the intersection of public health, well-being, community

living, and autism.”

In proposing the research network, UCLA investigators cited several studies showing

autistic individuals report significantly lower physical and mental health-related

quality of life than the general population. They experience chronic underlying

health conditions, including gastrointestinal disturbances, sleep and eating

disorders, and obesity. Investigators also pointed to a lack of research exploring

gender and sex differences, despite a large body of evidence that autistic adults are

less likely than the general population to be heterosexual or gender-conforming.

“We are still working out the details of ICI’s role and research contributions, but

essentially it furthers our work in racial disparities in autism prevalence, and it

opens up a broad new look at health outcomes across the lifespan,” said Hall-

Lande.
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Note: The Autism Intervention Research Network on Physical Health prefers the use

of “autistic person” as opposed to “person with autism” in order to respect the

preferences of self-advocates not to separate their experience of autism from who

they are.

Reinventing Quality, Reimagined

About 1,500 unique visitors registered for sessions of Reinventing Quality last

month, a virtual alternative to the biennial conference highlighting best practices

in person-centered supports for people with intellectual and developmental

disabilities (IDD). The live event was rescheduled for August 8–11, 2021, in

Baltimore, due to the pandemic.

Participants saw a glimpse into the future of technology-enabled data collection,

an update on pandemic-related regulatory changes and research projects of

national significance, and early details from the largest survey to date of direct

support professionals.

“All of the sessions offered high-quality information from thought leaders in the

field, and the overall experience was streamlined to make it accessible to a virtual

audience,” said Margaret Nygren, executive director and chief executive officer of

the American Association on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (AAIDD),

an event co-sponsor. Conference sponsors underwrote the entire cost of the event,

allowing participants to access the sessions free of charge.

Other co-sponsors, in addition to ICI’s Research and Training Center on
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Community Living were the American Network of Community Options and

Resources (ANCOR), Human Services Research Institute (HSRI), National

Association of State Directors of Developmental Disabilities Services (NASDDDS),

and the University of Delaware National Leadership Consortium.

“The virtual nature of the conference enabled people who might not otherwise be

able to attend the in-person conference to access critical and timely information,”

said ICI Director Amy Hewitt. “As an example, recent data was shared about the

experiences of direct support professionals and the people with intellectual and

developmental disabilities who they support during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Panelists were able to discuss the implications of this data on current and future

services and policy.”

Federal and state disability services officials discussed pandemic-related regulation

changes and the unwinding of those changes once emergency conditions are

lifted, which is currently scheduled for October.

ICI’s Sheryl Larson and other representatives of federally designated research

projects of national significance provided updates on trends in housing and work

arrangements among people with IDD, as well as state variability in IDD spending.

“That variability for family members and individuals with disabilities makes

navigation of the disability services system complicated, let alone figuring out the

best options and outcomes,” said Nicole Jorwic, senior director of public policy for

The Arc.

And in this time of pandemic, it raises important questions about justice for people

with IDD, particularly those still living in congregant settings who are subjected to

a patchwork of rules about visitors and other restrictions, Larson said.

The pandemic also is driving new opportunities—and challenges—in IDD

research. Challenges include the inability to conduct in-person interviews because

of the virus, as well as technology issues such as bias in artificial intelligence

systems, said panelist Shea Tanis from the University of Colorado. Opportunities

include disruptive technologies, such as virtual reality, for remote data collection.

All of the sessions had between 700 and 800 registered attendees, and in total

there were 1,500 unique registrations, about double the number of a typical live

event, Nygren said.
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“We’re excited about the reach of this conference and that it can give a large

group of people a sense of the quality of the live event, which will have much

more content,” she said.

To access recorded online conference sessions, go to
http://www.reinventingquality.org/upcoming/schedule20_virtual.asp

DSP Recognition: The Other 51 Weeks

Joe Macbeth, president and chief executive officer of the National Alliance for

Director Support Professionals (NADSP), describes his relationship with DSP

Recognition Week as love/hate.

“Direct support professionals (DSPs) need to be recognized 52 weeks a year, not

just one,” he said, explaining the desire to honor the professionals who work as

allies to people with disabilities, but also the frustration with crisis-level personnel

shortages, low pay, and high turnover that continue long after the well-intentioned

spotlight fades.

This year’s celebration runs from September 13–19, with several national and

regional organizations planning events. Most of them will be virtual due to the

pandemic, and many will stress the importance of year-round recruitment and

retention efforts.

The Institute on Community Integration, for example, is partnering with NADSP to

host From Praise to Promise, a virtual lineup of sponsored events that are free to

online participants.
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One highlight of the event will be discussion of NADSP-TV, a repository of virtual

trainings, products, online forums, and other events, which is expected to be

unveiled early in 2021.

“We had to cancel our annual conference in Milwaukee due to COVID-19, but we

didn’t want this week to go by without saying, ‘We haven’t forgotten you. Let us

give you some tools and virtual recognition,’” Macbeth said. “We wanted to make

it something that would truly last beyond the week of the event itself.”

Another session will feature a panel of DSPs and ICI’s Jerry Smith screening and

discussing Invaluable: The Unrecognized Profession of Direct Support, Smith’s film

documenting the value and challenges of the DSP workforce.

And Ann Hardiman will be honored as the recipient of the 2020 John F. Kennedy

Jr. Award for Direct Support Workforce Advocacy & Leadership. Hardiman, chief

innovation officer for the New York Alliance for Inclusion and Innovation, led the

New York State Association of Community and Residential Agencies for more than

20 years. She mentored Macbeth, NADSP’s first employee, and provided office

space to the organization in its early days.

The American Network of Community Options and Resources (ANCOR),

meanwhile, is offering recognition items, logos, and social media resources for

provider agencies, families, and community organizations to recognize the DSPs

in their lives.

Finally, NADSP is partnering with The Council on Quality and Leadership to

extend DSP initiatives beyond the confines of the September week in other ways.

The organizations are collecting and sharing organization-wide programs that can

lift up DSPs throughout the year through a survey. In one recent submission, an

organization shared how it ties DSP skills and competencies to pay increases and

career development.

“DSPs are creative, resourceful, and available, all the while exposing themselves

and their families to COVID. So, this year we’re kicking it up a notch,” Macbeth

said. “We have to promise them that they are our heroes, in and out of the

pandemic, and that we will fight for them to achieve living wages and meaningful

career ladders.”

SOCIAL MEDIA SPOTLIGHT
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Featured on ICI's Facebook
page on August 10, 2020

"DSPs may consider 'friending' the people they

support on social media platforms. Is this the

ultimate form of inclusion and person-centered

practices? Or is this potentially unprofessional and unethical behavior?"

https://bit.ly/3b7tkgE

Image: A Venn diagram showing professional relationships, personal relationships,

and the intersection of the two.

NEW RELEASES

NCEO Report 421: State
Spotlights: Reducing AA-
AAAS State-Level
Participation Rates to Meet
the 1.0% Threshold, 2016–
17 to 2017–18

Authors: Kathy J Strunk, Martha L Thurlow, and

Justin Arner

This report highlights the work of states in the

National Center on Educational Outcomes

(NCEO) 1% Community of Practice (CoP) that reduced their alternate assessment

participation rates from school year 2016–17 to school year 2017–18. Five states

volunteered to share information on their approaches to decreasing the state-level

participation rate in their states’ alternate assessments based on alternate academic

achievement standards (AA-AAAS). The states highlighted in this report are

Arkansas, Massachusetts, Michigan, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. Each state provided

information on the strategies that it took; several provided examples of some of the

materials they used. Published by ICI's NCEO.
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EVENTS

Event Changes, Postponements, and Cancellations
Due to Coronavirus

The COVID-19 pandemic has made it unsafe for people to gather in large groups.

As a result, many ICI-related events have been postponed, canceled, or changed,

including the Minnesota Gathering, which is scheduled for October 14–15, but it

will happen online instead of in-person. Watch for other event changes in the weeks

and months to come.

Self-care for Minnesota
Caregivers

2020–2021 Trainings Begin
September 16 via Zoom

Direct support workers play a critical role in

supporting individuals to lead quality, self-

directed lives in the community. However,

direct support work is challenging and often

leads to stress and burnout. These sessions

show how to support choice and self-direction

for individuals, and how to practice good self-care that promotes wellness.

 Available to anyone who supports a person participating in PCA Choice,

Consumer Directed Community Supports or the Consumer Support Grant, but not

in traditional PCA. If you are unsure which program the person you work with

participates in, please ask your provider agency or financial management service

(FMS) provider. To register for the trainings,

email admin@minnesotadswtraining.com

 

Check & Connect Mentor Training

October 21–22
University of Minnesota Continuing Education and Conference
Center
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1890 Buford Avenue
St. Paul, MN

Check & Connect 's two-day Mentor Training

provides participants with the information,

competencies, and skills needed to be an

effective Check & Connect mentor at their

local site. Check & Connect is an ICI-

developed intervention used with K–12

students who show warning signs of

disengagement with school and who are at risk

of dropping out. At the core of Check &

Connect is a trusting relationship between the

student and a caring, trained mentor who both advocates for and challenges the

student to keep education salient. This training is designed for those assigned the

role of Check & Connect mentor as well as those interested in Check & Connect

mentoring principles and practices. Check & Connect site coordinators and

administrators are also encouraged to attend. Register by September 16.

ICI Seeks Participants for
IDD Retirement Study

ICI is seeking retirees with intellectual or

developmental disabilities (IDD) who are 45

years old and older, who live in Minnesota,

and who would like to talk about

their retirement. The study aims to learn about
how, why, and when adults with IDD retire.
Information from this study can help other

individuals, families, providers, and policy

makers understand the important ingredients

that are meaningful in retirement. Retired

adults with IDD and an ally of their choice (e.g., family member, friend, significant

other, direct support professional) will participate in a Zoom or phone interview

together about the steps they took to retire, what they are doing in retirement now,

and their thoughts about retirement.

Interested? Please contact ICI's Julie Kramme or Lynda Lahti Anderson. They will

work with you to make sure you meet the study requirements and talk about
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the study process. This study has been approved by the University of Minnesota’s

Institutional Review Board.

Post-Doctoral Fellowships
Available at ICI

The Institute on Community Integration has

several Advanced Rehabilitation Research

Training (ARRT) post-doctoral fellowships

available for the 2020–2021 academic year. The

ARRT Program is intended to increase our nation’s

capacity for high-quality, rehabilitation research

through providing advanced research training to

individuals with doctorates or similar advanced

degrees who have research, clinical, or other

relevant experience. Fellowships are for one or two years with particular attention

to research that supports implementation and the objectives of the Rehabilitation

Act and improvements in the effectiveness of services authorized under the Act.

This is more than a typical fellowship. ICI provides fellows with the opportunity to

work with mentors in a wide variety of research and to launch their careers. Read

the full announcement and apply online. Enter job code: 336553. For more

information, contact Brian Abery.

Seeking Participants for
Research Study on Autism

"Ecological Momentary Assessment of
Leisure Activity"

Leisure participation is a key leading to physical

and mental wellbeing, social inclusion,

independence, self-worth, and quality of life.

Researchers at the University of Minnesota are

recruiting adults with autism who live alone or

independently with roommate(s) and have access

to a computer or a smartphone to study the types and frequency of leisure
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activities they do in their free time. Those enrolled may be compensated up to $65

for participating in this study. To learn more or to enroll, please send an email to
leisurestudy@umn.edu

ICI Website Survey

The ICI Web Team is asking our friends and

colleagues around the country to take a moment

today to let us know what you think of the ICI

website and how it can better serve you in the

future. The one-question survey takes only a few

moments to complete. We'd love to hear from

you. Thank you!

Minnesota Gathering Goes
Virtual

October 14–15
Online at gathering.umn.edu

This year the Minnesota Gathering, hosted by

the Institute on Community Integration, has

invited people all over Minnesota and from

around the world to participate in a totally

online learning and sharing experience of person-centered practices. The

Gathering Committee is proud to present relevant conversations about advocates

and families during COVID-19; cultural competencies; person-centered thinking

in a virtual world; and our community and supporting relationships. Additional

sponsorship by the Minnesota Department of Human Services, ICI, and The

Learning Community for person centered practices. Registration is now open.

STAFF UPDATES

Gail Ghere, Jessica Bowman, and Sheryl Lazarus: On July 8, the TIES Center’s
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Ghere, Bowman, and Lazarus did a webisode in the Council of Chief State School

Officers’ (CCSSO) Inclusive Leadership Webisode Series. The webisode was titled,

“Mutli-tiered Systems of Support (MTSS) for All: Including Students with the Most

Significant Cognitive Disabilities.” On July 15, Lazarus, director of ICI’s National

Center on Educational Outcomes (NCEO), presented a webinar with the U.S.

Department of Education’s Office of Elementary and Secondary Education on

meeting Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) and Workforce Innovation

Opportunity Act (WIOA) requirements. This webinar included information on

aligned alternate assessments with WIOA requirements.

Jody Van Ness: On July 13, Van Ness, her son

Andy, and his roommate Darren presented an

opening session for the Self-Directed Advocacy

Workshop titled, “My Community & My

Rights.” This event was sponsored by Lifeworks

and funded by the Minnesota Governor’s

Council on Developmental Disabilities. This

virtual training featured professionals and self-

advocates who showed how to use person-

centered practices (PCP) to create a meaningful

life. Van Ness and the group compared the

nature of person-centered practices to

traditional service models and provided

examples of the remaining challenges in implementing a PCP approach.

Barbara Kleist: On July 15, Kleist co-presented

at the Kenosha Long Term Care Workforce

Alliance on Local Strategies to Strengthen the

Direct Care Workforce in Kenosha County,

Wisconsin. Kleist also participated in the

Incompass Michigan Annual Virtual Leadership

Conference July 27–31, providing the pre-

recorded session, “Direct Support Workforce

Recruitment and Retention: The Key to Quality

in Community Living.”
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Claire Benway, Nicole Duchelle, Nicholas Fernholz, and Mark Olson: On July 20–

31, Benway and Duchelle participated in the Virtual Portland Gathering. Benway

is a person-centered thinking (PCT) trainer mentor and Duchelle is a certified PCT

and Picture of a Life trainer and LifeCourse Ambassador. Both are also members of

the Minnesota Gathering’s planning committee, along with Fernholz and Olson.

Amy Hewitt: On July 22, Hewitt began her

term as the Higher Education Representative on

the Minnesota Governor’s Council on

Developmental Disabilities. Her term runs until

January 2, 2023; she replaces David R. Johnson

in that position. On August 12, Hewitt was

appointed to the Minnesota Department of

Health Commissioner’s COVID-19 Case

Investigation and Contact Training Advisory

Committee. This committee will work

collaboratively to ensure COVID-19 case

investigations and contact tracing are effective for all populations, particularly

populations at higher risk to test positive for COVID-19 and experience worse

health outcomes, due to a number of systemic factors, by blending the best of

science and community experience.

Amy Hewitt, Sheryl Larson, Jerry Smith, and Roger Stancliffe: On July 27–30, an

ICI film and staff featured prominently in the Reinventing Quality virtual

conference (see feature story above.) The event opened with a screening of

Invaluable: The Unrecognized Profession of Direct Support, an ICI film that

Smith released in 2019. Hewitt and Smith were among the presenters on

“Highlighting Current Research on the Direct Support Workforce” and served on a

panel discussion about the direct support workforce. Larson co-presented on,

“Supporting Inclusive Lives: Using Data to Build Expectations and System

Capacity,” and was a panelist in a discussion about projects of national

significance. Stancliffe co-presented on, “Supporting People with IDD who are

Aging.”

Michelle Austin and Ann Thompson: On July 28, Austin hosted a Check &

Connect (C&C) webinar for 32 school administrators, coordinators, and/or mentors
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interested in using the C&C App, along with panelist Thompson. Participants were

registered from 13 states.

Brian Abery and Renáta Tichá: On August 8,

micro grants awarded by Understanding,

Developing, and Supporting Meaningful Work

for Youth with Disabilities in Bhutan: Networks,

Communities, and Transitions, a collaborative

project managed by Royal Thimphu College

[Bhutan], the University of Birmingham [United

Kingdom], and ICI were featured in “Persons

with disabilities receive grants to better their

lives,” a feature story on the Kuensel news site

in Bhutan. Abery and Tichá lead the project at

ICI.

ALUMNI UPDATE

Agency Change in the Time
of COVID 

Lori Sedlezky, a former director of knowledge

translation at the Research and Training Center

on Community Living (RTC-CL) at ICI, this

month became chief executive officer for

Ardmore Enterprises, a Maryland disability

service provider.

She will guide the organization’s pivot to

become a completely community-based service

provider, a transformation that has been

accelerated because of the pandemic. Until

COVID-19, Ardmore still offered day programs

for people with disabilities. Now the organization is planning to sell its main

building and provide all of its services in integrated community settings, retaining

just a couple of small satellite offices for administrative functions.

“It’s an exciting time to go to a new organization because it’s an opportunity to do
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things differently,” Sedlezky said. “Building on our existing quality of services, we

can move toward more progressive delivery options, including remote services,

and better engage people through the use of technology. It’s a great, but exciting,

challenge.”

To meet that challenge, she brings along key career experiences.

Most recently, she spent four years as director of knowledge management at SEEC

(Seeking Employment, Equality and Community for people with developmental

disabilities) in Silver Spring, Maryland.

At SEEC, she helped lead a provider consortium that created a new competency-

based, statewide DSP-II credential and advocated for commensurate pay structures

for Direct Support Professionals. The project, funded through the Maryland

Department of Labor’s EARN (Employment Advancement Right Now) program, has

now bestowed credentials on more than 100 DSP-IIs and 40 mentors. An

expansion plan will bring the competency-based training and credentialing

program to providers across Maryland beginning this fall, and Ardmore will be

among them, Sedlezky said.

Prior to joining SEEC, her work at ICI focused on research, training, and systems

change efforts to address the crisis-level shortages in the DSP workforce.

“If we don’t support and provide for the ongoing development of our DSPs, and

professionalize the workforce, we’ll never achieve the quality of services we need

to support people to live meaningful, self-determined lives,” she said. “It has been

a consistent priority throughout my career, and I attribute much of that to Amy

[Hewitt, ICI director].”
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